How to reach us

By plane
- flight to Cologne, Düsseldorf or Maastricht
- rental car (approx. 100 km from Cologne or Düsseldorf, approx. 35 km from Maastricht)
- with train to Cologne central station or suburban train to Düsseldorf central station, after this train journey to Aachen

Parking
- only available to a limited extent directly at the institute
- please use the central parking lot «Forckenbeckstraße» or car park «RWTH Parkhaus» as far as possible
- 5 minute walk to institute. Thank you for your understanding.

By rail
- rail journey to Aachen central station (Aachen Hbf)
- by taxi to the institute or
- from bus stop «Hauptbahnhof», bus route 3A or 3B to bus stop «Campus Melaten», from there approx. 5 minute walk to the institute

By car
- A4, Exit at Aachen-Laurensberg
- slip road in the direction of Aachen
- exit in the direction of Maastricht
- exit at RWTH-Melaten
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